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    DISCOVER YOUR KINGDOM 
CONCEPT 

 HOW TO ASCERTAIN VISION           

  Most artists look for something fresh to paint; frankly I fi nd that 
quite boring. For me it is much more exciting to fi nd fresh 

meaning in something familiar. 

  — Andrew Wyeth   

 my favorite playground growing up was the meandering Brandywine 
River in Southeastern Pennsylvania. Full of refreshment and surprise, 
rarely would a summer day pass without inner tube and fi shing tackle in 
hand. Little did I know that my personal stomping grounds in that pictur-
esque countryside were becoming world - famous through the work of a 
local artist, Andrew Wyeth. He is considered one of America ’ s most signifi -
cant artists, an unparalleled genius of realism. This celebrated painter can 
capture the eternal moment of a moonlit landscape with exquisite detail, 
or the fl eeting moment of a rushing stream with mysterious beauty. 

 What ’ s particularly interesting about Wyeth is that in more than fi fty 
years of painting he never tried to capture a landscape outside of the imme-
diate surroundings of his home in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania, and his 
family ’ s summerhouse in Maine. Ponder this startling fact for a moment. 
This man has touched the world with an ability he never exercised outside 
of his own backyard! Wyeth has a love for locale. His creative mind and 
brilliant skill, turned loose for ten hours a day and for years on end, can be 
forever satisfi ed by radically full attention to the familiar. 
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 Wyeth ’ s local focus reinvigorated my interest to learn more about his 
life and work. It seemed to me that he was doing something inherently 
visionary, and critically important for ministry leaders to do as well. His 
ability to observe his immediate surroundings enables him to discover 
and express meaning in life that others miss. It is as if he can enter more 
deeply into what he has already possessed. Then he masterfully recreates 
and patiently reimages the scene until it becomes more powerful than 
reality itself. 

 These skills are also required for those leading a Church Unique. How 
do you observe the all - too - familiar in order to discover new meaning and 
discern the activity of God that others miss? What do you look for? The 
purpose of this chapter is to outline specifi c practices to this end — what I 
call ascertaining vision. 

 The work of ascertaining deals with the present. That is, how do we 
simultaneously explore, inspect, discover, and defi ne what God is up to 
and where he wants us to go? This stands in contrast to the prior chapter, 
about learning from visionary legacies from the past. As we have said, 
uncovering the visionary work of others does not give us ours directly, 
but it sets the stage for our own journey.  

  Your Kingdom Concept 

 The fi rst step in ascertaining a unique vision is to discover your Kingdom 
Concept. The Kingdom Concept is the simple, clear,  “ big idea ”  that 
defi nes how your church will glorify God and make disciples. Please note 
the important point of the last sentence: your Kingdom Concept is not to 
 “ glorify God ”  or to  “ make disciples ”  in and of itself. These ideas refl ect 
the biblical mandate for every church.  *   Rather, your Kingdom Concept is 
what differentiates you from every other church in  how  you develop fol-
lowers of Christ for God ’ s ultimate honor. The Kingdom Concept answers 
important questions such as  “ What is our greatest opportunity to have an 
impact on the kingdom? ”  and  “ What can we do better than ten thousand 
other churches? ”  Think of it as your organizational sweet spot. It is the 
place where your church ’ s unique experiences fl ow as a body of Christ. 
With a clear understanding of a Kingdom Concept, your leadership can 
capture and release amazing energy toward a better future. 

*My purpose is not to develop this assertion, because much has been written on 
this topic in the last two decades. If a church does not see glorifying God as its 
ultimate purpose and making disciples as its earthly mission, then it is not 
a church by biblical defi nition.
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 In the second half of the twentieth century, there has been a movement 
toward refocusing on the Great Commission. Within this context, think 
of your Kingdom Concept as your  “ Great Permission ”;   being free to live 
as God has created and called you to do in your unique setting.  (Of 
course, your Great Permission is always subordinate to God ’ s mandate in 
the Great Commission.) The book of Acts reminds us that David found 
his permission and specifi c calling:  “ For when David had served God ’ s 
purpose in his own generation, he fell asleep; he was buried with his 
fathers and his body decayed ”  (Acts 13:36). 

 The best way to fi nd your Kingdom Concept is to look at the intersec-
tion of three circles that represent aspects of your church ’ s God - given 
uniqueness (see Figure  9.1 ).   

  Circle One: Local Predicament 

 Your community has all kinds of specifi c challenges. Do you know what 
they are? Defi ning your local predicament answers the question, What are 

Apostolic
esprit:

What particular focus
most energizes and

animates our leadership?

Local
predicament:

What are the
unique needs and

opportunities
where God has

placed us?

Collective
potential:

What are the
unique resources
and capabilities
that God brings
together in us?Kingdom

Concept

Figure 9.1. Your Kingdom Concept
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the unique needs and opportunities where God has placed us?  Understanding 
your local predicament is about having an intimate grasp of the soil 
where God has called you to minister. It is about walking fi rsthand your 
contours of locality. 

 Can your vision be separated from where God has sovereignly 
 embedded you ?  One church is across the street from a high school, and 
one is across the street from a medical center. Another church is in a 
booming suburb, and in contrast to one that is in a transitioning urban 
area. I worked with one church in a city that is 65 percent Catholic and 
then fl ew across the country to church that is across the street from the 
world training center for Christian Science. These locations speak vol-
umes about their Kingdom Concept. 

 John Hus was a priest and martyr in the early fi fteenth century and a 
key player in the lead - up to the Protestant Reformation. Where he 
preached in the city of Prague, the Bethlehem Chapel, there is a strange 
feature in the southeastern corner of the sanctuary: a huge well. Legend 
has it that the prostitutes and swindlers in the town had spoiled the 
local water source. Besides their bully presence around the well itself, 
some were known to have thrown their unwanted babies down the 
well. The horrifi c scene created two burdens: the tragedy of lost life and 
the loss of usable water. Compelled to provide a viable water source, the 
chapel dug the well just yards from the pulpit. A new door was placed 
in the side of the church so that people could draw from the protected 
water source inside the church, even during the services. They also 
demonstrated their care and compassion for the innocent babies that 
were murdered in the artwork on the walls of the chapel. In a nutshell, 
the people of the Bethlehem Chapel responded to their local 
predicament. 

 What about your square footage on planet earth? Here are some ques-
tions that can help you and your leadership team explore your local 
predicament: 

  ❍ What are the unique needs where God has placed us? in our city? 
in our neighborhood?  

❍   How are these needs refl ected socially, economically, ethnically, 
environmentally, politically, and religiously?  

❍   What arena of our community is the furthest from the utopia that 
God wants to restore?  

❍   What special opportunities are found within our immediate sphere 
of infl uence (within a half - mile)?  
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❍   What burning issues are alive in the public ’ s eye and brought to 
attention by the media?  

  ❍ What needs and opportunities do the industries specifi c to our area 
create?  

❍   What is the most signifi cant change in our community in the last 
decade, and what need does this create?  

❍   What are the largest community events, and what needs or 
opportunities do they create?  

❍   Because of our specifi c location, what solution could we provide 
that no other church does?  

  ❍ How would we describe the  “ atmosphere of lostness ”  in our 
community?  

❍   What is the creation story of our particular community, and what 
insight does this afford?  

❍   Does the history of our community bring to light any spiritual 
strongholds?  

❍   What one positive change in our community would have the most 
dramatic effect in people ’ s lives?    

 Answering these questions obviously requires much prayer, refl ection, 
dialogue, and research. It may take some digging around and a fi nancial 
investment to get good demographic and psychographic data. If you are 
serious, the best approach is to do your own primary research; you will 
uncover a treasure chest of information. 

  KEEPING THE PULSE OF LOCALITY IN THE EARLY CHURCH.   The 
 leaders of the early church were so well versed in culture it is (somewhat 
ironically) easy to miss. We are so culturally removed from the context of 
the writers themselves that in our inclination to get practical teaching it ’ s 
all too easy to miss the their habitual attention to locality. We see this 
most clearly in the life of Paul in his evangelistic and church - planting 
work. Two snapshots show how Paul kept the local pulse. 

 When Paul comes to Athens (Acts 17), he demonstrates exquisite skill 
in adapting his communication of the gospel. Invited to speak at the 
Areopagus (v. 19), he uses their  “ statue to an unknown God ”  as a 
religious loophole by which he commends their spiritual fervor. He argues 
not from Scripture fi rst but from culture, quoting two philosophers in 
verse 28, probably from Epimenides of Crete and from Aratus ’  poem, 
“Phainomena.” How did Paul so quickly adapt his communication to this 
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new context? In verse 22 Paul says that he  “ perceived ”  their ways, and in 
verse 16 we see him  “ provoked ”  in his spirit by what he saw. These two 
words offer insight into Paul ’ s ability to read the culture. Eyes that per-
ceive and a heart that ’ s provoked defi ned his two - step stride as a cultural 
exegete. 

 Paul ’ s ability to adapt to culture is also seen during his church - planting 
work on the Island of Crete. He opens his letter to Titus, his point man 
for the project, with a description of God as the  “ God who never lies ”  
(1:2). That ’ s funny; Paul never used such language in the opening of other 
letters. Was this reference a random thought of the day from his quiet 
time? Hardly. Almost every sentence in this short letter contains nuances 
to the local culture on the Island of Crete. He references the truth - telling 
character of God precisely because the tendency to lie is a local predica-
ment (1:12 – 13). When he writes to Timothy about establishing a leader-
ship community on the island, he adapts his qualification for elders 
according to the sin patterns of that particular cultural context. His 
emphasis is on sound doctrine and not only the ability to teach it but the 
character to  “ hold fi rm ”  and the skill to refute liars who will contradict 
it (1:9). These are two small examples of the contextual nuances that run 
through Scripture.  

  KEEPING THE PULSE OF LOCALITY TODAY .  How have some churches 
successfully defi ned their local predicament?   

❍   Bandera Road Community Church in San Antonio has identifi ed 
teenage pregnancy as a social issue to tackle in response to the 
fact that San Antonio has one of the highest teen birth rates in the 
country.  

❍   Life Church in Portland, Oregon, has identifi ed its local predica-
ment generally as a culture of  “ self - reliance ”  and specifi cally as 
underresourced education facilities.  

❍   First Presbyterian of Midland, Texas, insightfully realized that as 
an  “ oil town ”  everything of value in the community lies literally 
beneath the surface. They see their local predicament as exposing 
the same dynamic from a spiritual - kingdom perspective: the need 
to explore and enter the deeper realities of Christ.  

❍   Hope Baptist Church in Las Vegas has identifi ed multiple issues, 
but one they are currently giving their attention to is homeless chil-
dren, whose numbers continue to grow in the area.  
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❍   A church in Aspen, Colorado, recognized the opportunity to touch 
the world from their backyard, because a signifi cant constituency 
of their fl uctuating community is eighteen to twenty - four years old, 
young people who come from the upper crust around the globe. 
When I checked in at my hotel, the twenty - one - year - old woman 
from Norway had never heard the gospel.      

  Circle Two: Collective Potential 

 The second circle looks at the collection of individuals in your church 
and answers the question, What are the unique resources and capabilities 
that God brings together in us? The resources reflecting cooperative 
potential are multifaceted: spiritual gifts, training and education, shared 
experiences, fi nancial capabilities, motivated abilities, common posses-
sions, a particular anointing of Holy Spirit, and so on. Most churches 
don ’ t look for common patterns of collective capabilities, but you might 
be surprised what you fi nd when you look for it. 

 One immediate diffi culty in identifying cooperative potential is our 
tendency as Westerners to focus on the individual and not on the com-
munity. When we read verses such as 1 Cor. 6:19 ( “ Or do you not know 
that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you? ” ), we jump to 
the conclusion that the term  you  is singular when it is in fact plural. Paul 
is telling the church that their  corporate  body is the temple, not their 
individual bodies. This verse is commonly misinterpreted by referring it 
to the believer ’ s physical body with regard to the abuses of sexuality, 
drinking, smoking, and even tattoos. 

 Chuck Colson writes,  “ Modern Christians, especially evangelicals, see 
the Christian faith primarily if not exclusively as the gospel of  ‘ Jesus and 
me. ’  Christianity is simply a personal relationship with Jesus. Accept 
Christ into your personal life and you will be saved. This is true as far as 
it goes, but it falls woefully short. Although we are justifi ed through our 
faith, Christianity is much more than a private transaction with Jesus . . .  . 
According to Scripture, Christianity is corporate. ”   1   

  JESUS AND WE VS.  JESUS AND ME.    Spiritual leaders often tend to 
emphasize the potential of the individual to the neglect of the whole when 
spiritual gifts are identifi ed and released. In the positive emphasis on 
 “ every member ministry, ”  a church can subconsciously create a one - to -
 one relationship between a spiritual gift and a ministry initiative. So when 
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Sally discovers her gift, a mix of faith and mercy, we bless her in starting 
a hospital visitation ministry. Now please hear me clearly: I am not sug-
gesting that we minimize Sally ’ s gifts. I am advocating the importance of 
viewing Sally ’ s gifts in light of the whole, or in view of the Kingdom 
 Concept. If we don ’ t, the church can become a chaotic mess of everyone 
wanting to do her own thing. Would you rather rally a hundred people 
into one effective initiative, or have a hundred people going in a hundred 
directions? Inadvertently, most churches tend toward the latter. When 
they do, they often sacrifice their cooperative potential for the well -
 intended whims of the individual. 

 An important verse in Romans 1:11 again reinforces the capabilities 
of the group compared to the single unit. Paul expresses his desire to 
visit the Roman church so that  “ I may impart to you [plural] some spir-
itual gift. ”  Again this  “ you ”  is not singular but plural, indicating the 
possibility that Paul is talking about a  “ collective gifting ”  or  “ corporate 
grace. ”  The idea is so foreign to the common way we think of spiritual 
gifts that it is hard to imagine what Paul meant. Can an entire congrega-
tion be defi ned by a singular strength, motivation, or spiritual gift? I 
believe so.  

  GROUP GRACE.   Scriptures teach that grace empowers us to serve the 
Lord not only as individuals but also as groups. David Cannistraci cites 
several passages as biblical examples of what he calls  “ group grace ” : Acts 
4:33 and 11:23; 1 Corinthians 1:4; 2 Corinthians 8:1, 6, 7, and 9:14; 
Ephesians 3:2; Philippians 1:7; and 1 Peter 3:7.  2   In each of these verses, 
grace ( charis)  is corporate — shared by two or more people. Examples in 
biblical history of group grace: 

❍   The seventy elders under Moses (Num. 11:17, 25)  

❍   The armies of Israel (as in Exod. 17:11 – 12)  

❍   Priests at the Temple of Dedication (2 Chron. 5:11 – 14)  

❍   Saul and the prophets (1 Sam. 10:4 – 6, 10)  

❍   The disciples at Pentecost (Acts 2:1 – 4, 38)  

❍   Apostles as witnesses (Acts 4:33)  

  ❍ Cornelius ’ s household (Acts 10:44)    

 Another biblical example of corporate identity is the twelve tribes of 
Israel. Before Jacob ’ s death, he speaks a blessing to each of his sons, who 
become the representative tribes or communities of Israel. In Genesis 
49:28, it says the he  “ blessed each with a blessing suitable to him. ”  In 
other words, each son had uniqueness, and that uniqueness would come 
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to refl ect the cooperative strength or personality of the tribe. For exam-
ple, Jacob likens several tribes to animals: 

  ❍ Judah is a lion.  

❍   Issachar is a strong donkey.  

❍   Naphtali is a doe.  

❍   Benjamin is a ravenous wolf.    

 Through Israel ’ s history we see tribal decisions and tribal heroes refl ect-
ing their tribes ’  group grace. For example, references to the tribe of Dan 
reflect their ability to judge and fight. Samson, a Danite, was a more 
familiar judge of Israel, and well known for his aggressiveness and 
superstrength. 

 The same collective abilities are seen in the church. Specifically in 
Revelation chapter  2 , we see dialogue between Jesus and seven churches. 
Several times he commends them on their corporate character: 

❍   Ephesus: patience and discernment  

❍   Smyrna: faithfulness amid persecution  

❍   Thyatira: increasing productivity of service and love    

 In fact, most of the New Testament is written to the church as a com-
munity and not to individuals. Therefore Paul ’ s commendations and 
warning in all of his epistles except those to Timothy and Titus refl ect the 
successes and failures of the community ’ s collective potential. 

 What about your church? I fi nd that this is usually harder to discern 
than the local predicament. Most churches are like an animal at the zoo 
that only looks in the mirror. They have a hard time seeing their unique 
potential because there is little experience comparing and contrasting 
with other animals. This is why an outsider can be particularly helpful, 
especially one who has seen many churches. Outsiders can bring the per-
spective of the zookeeper who appreciates the beauty and uniqueness of 
each creation. Here are some questions for you to consider to help you 
discover your collective potential (these will also help you discern the 
perception of outsiders): 

❍   If a guest visited our church several times and answered the 
 question,  “ What did you like best about this church? ”  what would 
the guest say?  
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❍   If you were bringing a friend to our church for the fi rst time, what 
singular promise (that is, what she will receive or experience from 
coming) would you be most willing to make?  

❍   If we were to stop nonmembers who drive by the church regularly 
and ask them how they feel about the church, what would they say?  

❍   If our church was immediately uprooted from the community, 
what would people in the community feel is missing?  

❍   How would a local group of pastors or denominational fellowship 
describe the strength of our church?  

❍   What is the biggest impact our church has made in the community? 
in the world?  

❍   What is the most signifi cant thing our church could do in the 
community? in the world?  

❍   Who comes to our church? How does ethnicity, age, gender, 
life stage, and the spiritual maturity of our people defi ne our 
 congregation ’ s make - up?  

❍   What capabilities tend to cluster in our church? What are common 
aspects of training, education, or occupational history?  

❍   What spiritual gifts seem to be prominent in our church?  

❍   What shared motivations, spiritual growth markers, or views of 
sanctifi cation characterize people in our church?  

❍   What is the most signifi cant ministry inside our church? outside?  

❍   If we had to only do one ministry outside our church walls, which 
would we choose?  

❍   What atmosphere do we tend to create when our people get 
together?  

❍   How do new members talk about what attracted them to the 
church?  

❍   If our church were a hotel or department store, which one 
would it be?    

 Answering these questions can be an arduous, albeit rewarding, task. 
It requires hours of dialogue with many kinds of people. (Remember the 
reference to the  “ tunnel of chaos  ”?) Keep in mind that your core leader-
ship, as well as the first impressions of newcomers, can offer equal 
insight into answering these questions. I recommend beginning this 
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assessment in a retreat setting where prayer, refl ection, and observations 
of outsiders can be included. 

 I also recommend listening tools such as surveys (three kinds: leader-
ship, congregation, and community), focus groups, and exit interviews. A 
particularly good focus group is a collection of diverse people who started 
attending the church in the prior six months. Use the questions given here 
as a starting point for developing these tools.  

  STUNNING IMPACT.   When churches understand their collective  potential, 
amazing things happen. The work of John Hus, cited earlier, eventually 
led to unifi cation of believers who followed his teaching in Bulgaria and 
Moravia. In the early eighteenth century, a local community of believers 
gathered as Moravian refugees in the town of Herrenhut, Germany. After 
a revival that occurred in 1727, the Moravian community, which started 
with three hundred people, birthed a worldwide missionary movement 
that in eight years was the most ambitious program the Protestant world 
had ever known. A local church unleashed a collective capacity that 
touched the farthest corners of the earth, including unreached black com-
munities in the West Indies and Eskimos in Greenland.  3   

 A more current example of collective capacity is the 2006 fi lm release 
of  Facing the Giants,  a feature fi lm written and produced by Sherwood 
Baptist Church in Albany, Georgia. The cast and crew was made up of 
more than fi ve hundred members of the church. The fi lm, which was shot 
for a mere  $ 100,000, was shown in more than a thousand theaters and 
grossed more than  $ 10 million. The movie was fi lmed as an ambitious 
goal of one local church community that wanted to produce a family -
 friendly and Christ - honoring alternative for the box offi ce.  4   

 The marks of collective potential are always beautiful, but they may 
not always receive recognition. I was working with a church outside of 
Ft. Lauderdale years ago that discovered a cooperative capacity centered 
on a shared salvation history. As it turned out, a large majority of their 
church had all come to Christ through a season of brokenness after age 
forty. The group then began to shape the vision around being a church 
 “ where life begins, ”  for adults experiencing diffi culty in midlife. Another 
church in Dallas identifi ed a common background of having been set free 
from legalism. They identifi ed a vision around the idea of  “ life beyond 
boundaries ”  and focused on reaching those in desperate need of  “ radical 
grace ”  inside and outside the church. 

 In both cases, these churches were unaware of the common threads 
and cohesive forces that defi ned the culture and collective potential. 
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The epiphany came only after an intentional season of dialogue and 
 listening with an outside facilitator present. What possibilities of coop-
erative potential are lying beneath the surface of your Church Unique?   

  Circle Three: Apostolic Esprit 

 A church ’ s  “ apostolic esprit ”  is the area of focus that arouses an energetic 
style in its leaders. By apostolic I mean that this source of liveliness and 
animation is anchored in a missional mind - set—the self - understanding of 
 “ being sent. ”  Esprit is more than your passion. Esprit captures both the 
empowering and direction of the Holy Spirit and the human side of fer-
vor and vitality that springs from team morale. Think of esprit as  “ the 
hot place in a man ’ s consciousness, the group of ideas to which and from 
which he works, the habitual center of his personal energy. ”   5   

 Although the local predicament fi nds its locus outside of the church 
and collective potential fi nds its meaning within the congregation, apos-
tolic esprit lives in and through the leadership community. The very exis-
tence of the gift of leadership (Rom. 12:8) infers that directional leadership 
is stewardship of the leadership community. The record of Scripture dem-
onstrates that vision is communicated through the personality of leaders. 
For example, when God wanted to speak to a nation he chose Moses; 
when he wanted to speak to the Gentiles, he chose Paul. 

 There are several launching pads for expressing your church ’ s apostolic 
esprit. Different models may try to present the right way to think about 
passion and gifting. I prefer to see the various models as interrelated and 
dynamic, and I encourage leaders to devour any and every one to hone 
their self - understanding and self - discovery. Perspectives that all  contribute 
to apostolic esprit: 

❍   Spiritual gifts (Rom. 12: 3 – 8, 1 Cor. 12:1 – 11, 1 Pet. 4:10 – 11)  

❍   Natural talents as inborn predispositions (Ps. 139:13 – 16)  

❍   Strengths or motivated abilities that combine talents with knowl-
edge, skills, experience, and context  *    

*The Clifton Strengthsfi nder defi nes strengths as “the ability to provide consis-
tent, near perfect performance in a given activity.” Living Your Strengths, p. 3.
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❍   Personality as relating behavioral preferences  *      

❍   Leadership orientation (APEPT, from Eph. 4:12 – 16)  *  *       

❍   Special calling from God (Jeremiah in Jer. 1:4 – 5, or Paul in 
Acts 9:6)  

❍   Maturely developed fruits of the Spirit  

❍   Focused compassion on a social concern, target area, or people 
group  

❍   Impressions of the Holy Spirit in daily relationship with God    

 Again, the key is not a magic formula for defi ning your esprit but free-
dom to be specifi c through many possible routes as God leads you. 

 Have you ever watched someone ’ s disposition change when she dis-
cusses a certain topic? You sense a deeper conviction, you see a spark in 
her eye, and you hear the certainty of victory in her words. That ’ s the 
apostolic esprit at work. Noel Tichy calls it  “ E 3  ”  — a leader ’ s emotional 
energy and edge.  6   Bill Hybels refers to it as a  “ holy discontent. ”  

 A leader ’ s apostolic esprit can fi nd its shape through emphasis on  ideas  
or  actions . Here are some examples of leaders with whom I have worked. 

   ESPRIT AS IDEA 

   Nonstop spiritual growth : When David Loveless at Discovery 
Church in Orlando, Florida, talks about the history of his church, 
it parallels aggressive pursuit of sanctifi cation in his own life. The 
passion translates to the whole church. His esprit is felt most when 
he articulates with clarity,  “ We believe that there is always more to 
discover in Christ; each year, each month, each week, each day. ”  
Hence the church ’ s name.  
    Gentleness:  The fruit of the spirit, gentleness, marks Jim Nite 
and the leadership community at Center Point Community Church 
in Naples, Florida. With a strong commitment to preaching the 

*Jungian psychology is the basis for many of the most respected personality 
assessment profi les (Insights Discovery Personal Profi le, Myers-Briggs Type 
Inventory, DiSC). According to Jung, personal development emanates from 
self-understanding of our attitudes and behavioral preferences as well as under-
standing of how we relate to others.
**I agree with Frost and Hirsch (The Shaping of Things to Come) that every 
believer in the body has an orientation around the fi vefold framework of 
Eph. 4:13: apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor, and teacher, commonly referred 
to as APEPT.
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Word, the atmosphere of gentleness is identifi ed, modeled, and 
celebrated as they  “ connected one person at a time, to a family of 
committed followers of Jesus Christ. ”   
    Storytelling:  As Oak Hills Church, led by Max Lucado, 
explored its Kingdom Concept, the idea of accomplishing the 
Great Commission as  “ storytelling disciples ”  came to the sur-
face, guided by the missional idea of  “ living to bring God ’ s story 
to life. ”   
     “ Grace - life ” :  Through a long history of strong preachers and 
aligned theology, Castle Hills First Baptist Church in San Antonio, 
Texas, fi nds esprit through the grace emphasis of  “ Keswick ”  sanc-
tifi cation or  “ exchanged life ”  teaching. This was carried by Jack 
Taylor, George Harris, and Si Wood and is currently shouldered 
by James Shupp, who came in passionately supporting the  existing 
mission:  “ To invite each individual from every background to 
really live in Christ. ”     

   ESPRIT AS ACTION 

   Reaching seekers:  When Bruce Wesley planted Clear Creek Com-
munity Church in the suburbs south of Houston, the guiding esprit 
was to create a place where unchurched friends could experience a 
safe haven for exploring the person of Christ. The church ’ s leader-
ship fi fteen years later keeps a white - hot focus on reaching seekers, 
having led thousands of people across the line of faith.  

   Building servants:  Park Place Methodist, also in Houston, 
had a very different esprit from reaching seekers; they want to 
reach  servants. They see their Kingdom Concept through the lens 
of  “ hard core ”   service that embraces an ethnically diverse neigh-
borhood. Their missional mandate is to  “ build a fellowship of 
 servants whose diversity enriches growth in Christ. ”   

   Transforming cities:  Vance Pitman, who started Hope  Baptist 
in Las Vegas, has an unmistakable esprit for city transformation. 
The goal is to make sure what happens in Las Vegas spreads all 
over the world: the transformation of a city that only God could 
get the credit for!  

   Discipling families : Bannockburn Baptist in Austin, Texas, led 
by Ryan Rush, decided to measure the Great Commission not one 
person at a time but one family at a time. Their esprit is a  radical 
focus on family discipleship, captured by the idea of  “ guiding 
 generations to passionately follow Christ, one home at a time. ”     
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 I hope this sampling gives you a good idea for thinking through your 
own apostolic esprit. To help you, here are some questions to ask and 
answer:   

❍   Review the list of perspectives that contribute to your apostolic 
esprit. Write down the best of your self - understanding for each 
bullet (or that of other leaders on your team).  

❍   What one thing bothers you most about the world?  

❍   If you knew you couldn ’ t fail, what one thing would you pursue 
for God?  

❍   What do you tend to pray for the most?  

❍   What gives you energy?  

❍   What have you secretly believed you would be really good at if 
only you were given a chance?  

  ❍ What do others say that you are good at? that you are not good 
at? (Have you asked lately?)  

❍   What projects or accomplishments, though probably unnoticed by 
others, created a deep sense of satisfaction on your life ’ s journey? 
what projects or accomplishments from grade school years, high 
school, college, and early career?  

❍   What would you want people saying about you at your funeral? 
State three words that refl ect  “ who you were. ”  State three words 
that refl ect  “ what you accomplished. ”   

❍   Who are your heroes? Why do you admire them? Who have you 
wanted to emulate or spend time with but have not been able to?    

 Use these questions for you and for your leadership team to answer the 
primary question ,  What particular focus most energizes and animates our 
leadership? Once this is accomplished — and it may take a long time, even 
several months — you can begin to understand the overlap of the three 
circles that identify your Kingdom Concept. 

 The three circles are simple yet profound. The real secret to discovering 
them is found in our opening illustration of Andrew Wyeth. He did not 
look constantly for fresh things to paint; rather, he was excited to fi nd 
fresh meaning in things that were familiar. Your job in fi nding your King-
dom Concept is nothing less than the work of scrutinizing the obvious. As 
the three circles come into focus, you may feel that one or two may have 
more infl uence over your Kingdom Concept than the others. That ’ s OK; 
just keep looking for the points and patterns of overlap. 
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In the next chapter, we provide further illustration to help you navigate 
the discovery of your own Kingdom Concept.  As we do so, I urge you 
to consider this exercise, which I hope you ’ ll take a moment to complete 
now, and revisit after the next chapter. You will want the fi nal expression 
of your Kingdom Concept to be the most specifi c phrase possible that fi lls 
in the blank. After you nail down this phrase as your Kingdom Concept, 
you will have successfully answered the question,  “ What can our church 
do better than ten thousand others? ”      

❍ ❍ ❍

 Our church glorifi es God and makes disciples by:

       . 
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